
Visitor Guide
Health In Harmony - Madagascar



Introduction

This guide was created to support your trip to Health In Harmony programs in Manombo, in
Southeast Madagascar, to witness planetary health in action. It includes information about
travel planning, health, food, cultural best practices, what to pack, and more.
 
Although we have made every effort to be as clear and as informative as possible, we
recognize that no compilation of information will be perfectly complete. The Health In
Harmony team is here to help and support you, and we are happy to answer any questions
you may have.
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With the expansion of our exchange program to Madagascar, we hope visitors are impressed by the
Madagascar team’s camaraderie, as well as their tenacity, hope, and ability to make progress in the face of
huge planetary health challenges.

There is a lot to gain from visiting the program site in Manombo, including a deeper understanding of our
work, a stronger commitment to advocate for the health of our planet, and a realization that solutions are
possible. Though life-changing and eye-opening, a visit does not come without its challenges. You will want
to be prepared for heat, high humidity, and lots of rain. You will also need to be tolerant of changes in plans,
delays, and a slower pace of life. In order to ensure the success of your visit, we encourage you to come with
flexibility, humility, a sense of humor, creativity, and an open mind.

Please keep in mind that the rainy season covers December, January, February and March, with tropical
rains and possibly cyclones battering the East and North rainforest areas. As such, we strongly recommend
planning your trip for the period between June and October. 

1. General Information

Health In Harmony is a nonprofit organization based in the United States that centers the voices of
Indigenous People and Local Communities to embrace the links between human health, ecosystem health,
and planetary health. Health In Harmony leads the strategic direction and works with communities living next
to rainforests to invest exactly in the communities' solutions. Health In Harmony’s work includes monitoring
and evaluation expertise, outreach, impact assessment, and managing education and exchange programs,
and we are now spearheading efforts to replicate and scale this impactful model worldwide.

About us

Visitors

Share Your Work

Access to poster and powerpoint presentations as well as project documents from visitors at Manombo help
us to create database and continue the great work visitors have contributed to this project site. It will also
create an online resource for the  staff to refer back to after you leave. We would love to see your work from
your time with Health In Harmony - Madagascar. Visitors are asked to sign our code of conduct where they
agree to share their work within two weeks of return.



From the United States and other locations outside of Madagascar, you should budget at least two days of
travel to Antananarivo. Once you have confirmed your on-site dates with Health In Harmony staff, you will
book your international flights to Antananarivo (also referred to as "Tana"). There are multiple airlines that
serve the Tana airport, with most of the options going through Paris, Nairobi, and Bangkok. Once you have
purchased your flights, please send a copy of your flight itinerary to Health In Harmony. Round-trip
international travel arrangements must be made before you can apply for your visa.

Flights 

Visa

Allow at least 15 business days, ideally longer 
Apply for a Tourist Visa

Available to US and non-US citizens
$37 for a 30-day visa; $45 for a 60-day visa
Make sure to bring the amount in USD in cash 

There are two options for obtaining a visa to visit Madagascar:
Option 1: Order in advance from the Madagascar Embassy in Washington, DC

Option 2: Buy a tourist visa when you arrive at the Tana Airport

Not recommended:
You can theoretically purchase an e-Visa online, but the website is currently broken and there are many
scam websites. Therefore, we do not recommend the e-Visa process. 

Entry Checklist

Passport
Visa

This is a list of what you will need to enter Madagascar:

Please check with the Health In Harmony team for the latest COVID-19 regulations prior to travel.

Please make sure to register with your embassy and notify them that you are traveling to Madagascar. US
Citizens can register with the local US Embassy here.

Embassy Registration

2. International Travel Preparations

https://step.state.gov/


Depart from Tana to Ranomafana at 7am
Lunch in Antsirabe
Continue on to Ranomafana 

The total trip will take approximately 11 hours
Spend the night in Ranomafana -- there are a few options we suggest: 

CVB accommodation ($$$)
Hotel Thermal ($$$)
Chez Gaspard ($)

The following morning, depart Ranomafana for Farafangana
Lunch in Manakara (optional)
Arrive in Farafangana around 16:00

Once you arrive in Tana, you will go on to Farafangana which is in the Southeast part of Madagascar. We
have recommended drivers and cars from a rental company that you will need to book. It is about a two day
drive from Tana to Farafangana. The recommended itinerary is: 

3. Domestic Travel Preparations

Getting to Farafangana



Please read this section carefully; the tropical climate and remote location of the Manombo Special Reserve
can be challenging, and it is important to know the potential concerns and the suggested preventive
measures. The advice we give here is a general guide only and does not replace the advice of a healthcare
provider.

4. Health

All visitors must have reasonable physical ability, as life in Farafangana necessitates squatting, sitting on
floors, walking as a primary mode of transportation, climbing into and out of boats, and moving around in the
heat and humidity. If you have an existing health issue, you may find the change in climate, diet, and
activities to be difficult.

Each visitor will be given a link to online paperwork to complete, where you will detail your current health
concerns, medications, dietary restrictions, and your medical and evacuation insurance for the duration of
your visit. Please be as thorough as possible, as this helps our team prepare for any special
accommodations.

General Health



Medical and Evacuation Insurance

The portal can be accessed by going to Internationalsos.com and entering program #401GDA966937IT
under Member Log In or via this dedicated link 
To register for the App: Search for “International SOS” in your App Store. Register with the above
membership number. The app includes Country Guides, alerts, and more. Read more in the User Guide.

All visitors will be covered under Health In Harmony’s international medical and evacuation insurance for the
duration of your visit. Our plan is administered through Berkley Accident and Health and covers expenses
such as hospital visits, medical evacuation to a high standard of care, and repatriation. In the event of an
emergency, International SOS—a 24/7 travel assistance company—will handle all inquiries in conjunction
with the insurance provider. 

Please be sure to access the iSOS portal and download the iSOS Assistance App before you leave:

https://www.internationalsos.com/MasterPortal/default.aspx?membnum=401GDA966937IT
http://learn.internationalsos.com/LP=6859?elqTrackId=C09CC3C17E42437754E106FED97452CD&elq=00000000000000000000000000000000&elqaid=6835&elqat=2&elqCampaignId=


Visit Your Travel Clinic

Malaria prophylaxis (high risk) and treatment
In the case of difficulty in acquiring treatment from your home country, Health In Harmony will
provide this on arrival

Ciprofloxacin (an antibiotic for plague) (bring enough for 14 days, 750 mg 2x per day)
Ciprofloxacin can also be used to treat traveler’s diarrhea and urinary tract infections if your doctor
recommends it

Amoxicillin (an antibiotic for chest infections) (bring enough for 5 days, 500 mg 3x per day)
If allergic to Amoxicillin, substitute Clarithromycin (5 days, 500 mg 2x per day)

Loperamide (over-the-counter anti-diarrheal)
Any other medications you take regularly, including an epi-pen if needed

COVID-19 (full course required)
Rabies (medium risk)
Typhoid (high risk)
Routine: hepatitis A, hepatitis B (required for healthcare workers), meningitis, polio, MMR (measles,
mumps, rubella), TDAP (tetanus, diphtheria, pertussis), pneumonia, seasonal influenza
Yellow Fever is needed only if you’re coming from a country with risk of transmission

Plan ahead. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends a travel medicine
consultation at least 4-6 weeks ahead of your departure, to receive guidance about your trip and the
vaccinations and medications you may need. You are required to contact iSOS for a pre-trip
consultation. They will ask for your name, the policy number (found on the previous page), and the
travel destination.

Although we are happy to provide suggestions, you should defer to the advice of your health care provider.

Recommended medications:

Recommended immunizations:

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/madagascar?s_cid=ncezid-dgmq-travel-single-001


One of the easiest ways keep yourself healthy is to drink plenty of water. We cannot stress enough how
important this is! We strongly encourage bringing your own water bottle with you. Please avoid tap water,
including in ice; don’t risk using it for brushing your teeth either. Tap water in rural areas is probably not safe,
so be sure to check with a reliable source before using. If in any doubt, take all the recommended
precautions, like using commercial iodide or tinctured liquid iodine to treat water, ONLY if bottled water (from
a trusted source) is not available and boiling water is not possible. Chlorine in various forms is less reliable
than iodine. These provide substantial protection when added to tap water.

Travelers’ diarrhea is the most commonly-reported illness for our visitors. Fortunately, it is rarely life-
threatening and it is preventable by hand-washing, drinking purified water, eating thoroughly-cooked food,
and eating produce you have peeled or washed yourself. Your health care provider will likely prescribe an
antibiotic and give specific instructions about when you should use it. It’s also recommended that you carry a
loperamide (eg. Imodium) in case of diarrhea during a flight, car ride, or boat ride.

Hydration

Travelers' Diarrhea

Mosquito-Borne Diseases

Wearing light-colored clothing, long-sleeve shirts, long pants, and a hat – especially during trips into the
rain forests and mangroves
Using insect repellant containing up to 35% DEET
Pre-treating clothing with permethrin (an insecticide)
Using a mosquito net while you sleep (while staying in Health In Harmony  housing, you will be provided
with one)

Chikungunya, Dengue, Filariasis, and Malaria are all present in Madagascar. You should be prepared to
prevent mosquito bites at all times of day. We recommend:

There is a risk of contracting malaria in Madagascar. Your risk may vary based on where you are going.
Share your itinerary with a travel health specialist to see if antimalarials are right for you.

Schistosomiasis is prevalent in Madagascar. It is acquired by contact with fluke-like parasites, which live on
fresh-water snail hosts and can penetrate the skin of people and animals, causing serious illness. There is at
present no chemoprophylaxis or immunization for this, but it can be avoided by not swimming in fresh
water. If you suspect that you are infected, contact a doctor or hospital immediately and obtain urine and
stool tests. Currently, the main forms of treatment used for schistosomiasis are praziquantel (PZQ) and
oxaminiquine (OXA). PZQ is the drug of choice because it presents as a high-spectrum anthelmintic, used in
the treatment of all known species of schistosomiasis and some species of cestodes and trematodes.

Schistosomiasis



Medications

Please bring any medicines that you normally take, including your
prescriptions (antimalarial and anti-diarrheal, plus any others) as
well as any over-the-counter medications (including contact
solution) and vitamins you know you will want to have. We
recommend bringing extras — just in case — because you may
not be able to find your preferred medications locally. We strongly
recommend that you bring a small personal first-aid kit. Items that
visitors have found helpful include: Band-Aids or gauze and tape,
alcohol swabs or other disinfectants, pain relievers,
antihistamines, antidiarrheals, anti-itch cream, Pepto Bismol,
hand sanitizer, a thermometer, and tweezers.

In tourist areas and large cities, you can easily find sanitary
products, but they become more difficult to find in more remote
areas. You won't be able to find tampons in Farafangana, so
make sure you bring plenty of your own supply. Due to the
remote location of our site, as well as the increased risks and
special considerations for pregnant travelers, our preference is
not to accept visitors who are pregnant. We will only consider
these visitors on a case-by-case basis.

Women's Health

Traveling somewhere new (or returning home after traveling) can
spark mood changes, depression, anxiety, and uncharacteristic
behaviors, or it can worsen symptoms in people who have
existing mental illnesses. Talk to your health care provider about
your mental health history before your trip, in order to learn
strategies to stay mentally healthy and resilient while traveling
and upon returning home.

Mental Health



Like the rest of the world, Madagascar is battling the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. As of October 2022, only
about 6% of the population has been fully vaccinated against COVID-19. Effective August 11, 2022, the
Government of Madagascar has ended all COVID-19 testing requirements for entry.

Please check with the Health In Harmony team for the latest COVID-19 requirements prior to your trip.

COVID-19

Madagascar Government Requirements

Health In Harmony Requirements

All visitors must be fully vaccinated with a WHO approved vaccine regime
All visitors should be provided and wear 3-ply masks during any period where there is potential contact
with another person
Practice physical distancing whenever possible
Wash your hands frequently (at least 20 seconds with soap and water; hand sanitizer will be available
throughout HIH facilities)
Cough/sneeze into your elbow or upper arm
Notify Health In Harmony Clinic staff immediately if you begin to develop any symptoms of a
cough/flu/cold

In addition to the requirements from the Government of Madagascar, Health In Harmony has developed
additional guidelines to ensure staff, patients, visitors, and locals stay safe and healthy. Particularly in light of
Omicron and any potential new variants, and the relative remoteness of Manombo Special Reserve, it is
important to consider any visitor as a potential ‘contact’. As such we require all visitors to adhere to the
following guidelines:

We thank you in advance for adhering to our safety requirements to protect yourself, the community, and the
local staff from COVID-19. 



Risks are an inherent part of any travel. To stay safe in Farafangana and the rest of Madagascar, we
recommend the same strategies you would use to stay safe in any new place: be cautious, ask questions,
learn about the towns/cities you are in, know where the more risky locations are, use common sense, and be
aware.

Madagascar experiences periodic acts of political violence, civil unrest, and terrorism, but exposure to this is
quite uncommon in Farafangana. Visitors should be most vigilant about these issues in Tana. Please review
the U.S. State Department website for the most up-to-date travel warnings, advisories, and other precautions.

5. Safety and Security

Crime

In Madagascar, one of the most commonly-reported crimes is petty theft. In order to mitigate this, visitors
should be especially cautious with cash and electronics. Do not leave valuables out and unattended. We
highly recommend a luggage lock to keep your baggage secure when you are in Farafangana and throughout
the country. There is a safe in the Health In Harmony office where you can store valuables if you would
prefer. 

Another concern for visitors to Madagascar is unwanted attention and harassment against women,
particularly when traveling alone. In general Malagasy men are respectful and a firm ‘no’ is usually enough.
Nevertheless, we encourage female travelers to be vigilant of your surroundings and to travel in pairs or
groups especially at night. 



Road Hazards

Swimming

All drivers and passengers are required to wear seatbelts. If you see a passenger or driver that is not
wearing a seatbelt you are obligated to say something to ensure the safety of all passengers.
All drivers must adhere to the local speed limit (60k per hour in bad weather conditions/80k per hour). If
you notice the driver is crossing the speed limit you are obligated to say something to ensure the safety
of all passengers.
Drivers recommended by Health In Harmony and MICET should be hired for any ground transportation
needs while visiting the program and for program activities by staff.
Please report any safety concerns to the Health In Harmony Program Director or Program Manager.
Before any movement, always confirm that the driver knows the intended destination.
In each car the maximum number of passengers allowed is the same as the number of seats equipped
with seat belts in the car.
Every non HIH person travelling on Health In Harmony cars (patients if possible) must sign a liability
discharge. For persons under 18 years of age, a responsible caretaker should sign for both of them (two
names on the document, twice the same signature).
No passenger, Health In Harmony staff or otherwise should push the driver to over speed or break any
rules or regulations. Any harassment of the driver should be reported promptly to the Logistics Manager
by the driver or any witnesses.
It is not allowed to consume tobacco products or electronic cigarettes inside the car.
Long distance night travel is strictly prohibited for visitors and Health In Harmony staff.

Heath In Harmony has a team of certified drivers who handle road transportation for the Health In Harmony
team and visitors. Visitors and staff are strictly prohibited from driving a car or motorbike, riding as a
passenger on a motorbike, or using public transportation. 

To avoid incidents and ensure the safety of our staff and visitors; you are required to follow these guidelines
during your stay in Farafangana: 

Though there are many beautiful beaches in close proximity, we prohibit Health In Harmony visitors to swim
in the sea, due to the risk of riptides. Visitors are also prohibited from swimming in freshwater bodies due to
the risk of schistosomiasis. These restrictions are for your own safety and we appreciate your willingness to
adhere to our rules. 

Travel

If you decide to go out while in Farafangana, always let someone on the Health In Harmony team know
where you are going and when you have arrived. Whenever possible travel with at least one other person.
You are under no circumstances allowed to travel at night. 

If traveling outside of Farafangana during your stay (unrelated to HIH travel), please make sure your travel
plans are known by at least one person at the Health In Harmony office (Program Manager or Program
Director) as well as the Madagascar Team. 



We suggest the Concombre Masque in Farafangana. The Health In Harmony - Madagascar team can help
you book your room. If you are interested in camping in Manombo Special Reserve on your visit, please let
us know and we can help you make the arrangements. 

6. Accommodations and Food

Accommodations in Farafangana

Malagasy cuisine is predominantly rice-based, with meats and vegetables often cooked in a rich, flavorful
sauce. Proteins include seafood and chicken and on occasion zebu (a subspecies of domesticated cattle)
and pork. It is not hard to find good vegetarian options, as most meals will include eggs and/or vegetable
dishes. There will be a wide array of seasonal fruits, though fresh salads and other raw vegetables are not
very common. 

Breakfasts will be on your own. Malagasy breakfast consists of rice and meat or eggs, but a simple
"continental breakfast" is increasingly common. This consists of tea or coffee with French-style baguette
bread, usually with butter and/or jam, and occasionally with pastries. You can find some Western breakfast
options such as eggs, cereal, fruit, bread, and instant oatmeal at the local stores, though selection is limited.
Coffee is also available locally; it's an integral part of Malagasy culture and history, and widely regarded as
some of the best in the world. Coffee is typically served hot, black, and topped with a generous pour of
evaporated milk. Basic black and green teas are available but not herbal or specialty teas. 

Another common Malagasy dish is Misao (also known as Minsao or Mine Sao). This is a fusion of Chinese
cuisine and Malagasy cuisine. Misao is basically ramen noodles served with stir-fried vegetables and can be
topped with eggs or any other kind of meat as preferred. 

If you stay at Concombre Masque in Farafangana, they have some more Western options like pizza and
pasta. There are also a number of French bakeries in town where you can buy sandwiches and pastries. 

Snacks and Special Diets

For anyone with limited flexibility in their diet (or with picky tendencies), we highly recommend bringing
snacks and other food options from home, as the selection of snacks in Farafangana is not very extensive
and most meals are non-vegan. 

Food and Meals

https://healthinharmony.org/visitor-form/


The currency is called Malagasy Ariary (MGA), and it is the only accepted currency in most of the country.
The exchange rate hovers around 4,000 Malagasy Ariary to $1 U.S. Dollar. We recommend that you obtain
about 600,000 MGA ($150 USD) before traveling to Farafangana. 

If you already have USD or another currency, it is relatively easy to exchange at the Tana airport. Foreign
bank notes are often refused if they are too old, crumpled, folded, or stained. Most banks will only accept
large notes (for example, $50 or $100 USD).

7. Money and Expenses

ATMs

As with any international travel, make sure you inform your bank that you will be traveling internationally so
that you are able to use your ATM card in-country. Please note withdrawals can be limited to MGA 200,000,
the equivalent of about EUR 63.20 or USD 72.50, at any one time. Of course, there are fees associated with
ATM withdrawal, and since ATMs charge per transaction, it is best to get the maximum cash amount each
time. In one visit, you can usually withdraw the maximum amount multiple times. 

One of the most convenient and accessible places to obtain cash is at the Tana airport, just outside baggage
claim. When in Tana, please ask your hotel or driver for recommendations of safe ATMs and be sure you
check for scams, such as fake plates over the numbers, before using an ATM. There is an ATM in
Farafangana but it is not always functional, so it is best to obtain cash from one of the ATMs in Tana. 

Currency



Medical and evacuation insurance
24/7 emergency support that specializes in remote settings
Ground transportation around Farafangana and the Manombo Special Reserve
Staff time for visit coordination and project management

Fees are determined based on the length of time you are staying, as well as the nature of your activities.
Please find more information on our visitor fees webpage. 

In general, your fees cover the following:

8. Visitor Fees

Cancellation Policy

Cancellation charges reflect the expenses Health In Harmony cannot recover if you cancel, even if you must
do so due to illness, injury, visa application issues, or personal emergencies. These fees are not meant to be
punitive. The charges made reflect the expenses Health In Harmony has incurred in administering your
reservation and planning for your visit. As a nonprofit, these costs would otherwise be covered by funds
diverted from our mission. We recognize that the majority of those who cancel their reservations do so out of
necessity. Please note that we do not make any refunds for any unused portion of your trip, not arriving,
arriving late, or leaving the trip early.

To qualify for any refunds, we must receive notification in writing, by email to info@healthinharmony.org.
Cancellation date is the date the notice is received by Health In Harmony. 

Please note that any adjustments to the below percentages are up to the discretion of program staff, who will
assess extenuating circumstances.

Student Groups

Cancellations received within 30 days of departure receive a refund of 80% of the total amount.
Cancellations received within 14 days of departure receive a refund of 65% of the total amount.
Cancellations received within 7 days of departure receive a refund of 40% of the total amount.

Student groups are required to pay a deposit fee of 50% at least 30 days prior to departure. Student groups
are required to pay the remaining balance at least 14 days prior to departure. 

Cancellations received within 30 days of departure will be charged a 10% administrative fee over the total
amount.
Cancellations received within 14 days of departure receive a refund of 75% of the total amount.
Cancellations made after this will receive a refund of 60% of the total amount.

Individuals are required to pay the balance in full at least 14 days prior to departure.
Individuals

https://portal.healthinharmony.org/visitor-fees/
https://healthinharmony.org/visitor-fees-2/


Travel Expenses

On-site Expenses



Health In Harmony - Madagascar does not have laptops for general use, so you will need to bring your
own. The hot, humid climate can be tough on your laptops, cameras, and other electronics, so ensure that
you have good-quality waterproof cases for transporting them. Keep in mind that you will be visiting
communities that may have very few resources. We suggest you limit the number of electronics you bring,
and to be discreet with them – for safety and security reasons as well as cultural and ethical reasons.

9. Electronics

Internet

Visitors should be comfortable being “unplugged” at times. Wireless internet is available in the Health In
Harmony office, but it can be slow and unreliable; it goes out when the electricity goes out or when it is
raining heavily – both of which happen often. Many visitors appreciate having their own mobile data or
personal hotspot for on-the-go and for outside the main Health In Harmony buildings.

General

Electricity

 

The electricity in Madagascar is 220V. Laptop computers and most modern electronics do not need
converters, but other electrical appliances (shavers, hair-dyers, etc.) are usually voltage-specific and would
need a converter; the plugs of all devices will clearly state the range they can handle. For adapters,
Indonesia uses type C and E (European style) plugs. You can either bring adapters from home, or they are
available in local stores.



We encourage all visitors to take photos. We do, however, have some basic rules of photography etiquette
that should be observed. Please always ask permission to take a person’s photo. Some people may decline
due to cultural or religious beliefs, but we have found that usually the response is positive. We don't allow
visitors to take pictures during mobile clinic visits. In all situations, we ask that you strive to capture images
that give subjects respect and integrity, rather than showing people in difficult conditions.

Access to current photos from visitors help us tell the story of this planetary health work to donors in a
compelling way and generate the support necessary to sustain the programs. We would love to see your
photos from your time with Health In Harmony - Madagascar and share them in our communications. Visitors
are asked to sign an agreement prior to departure. By signing the agreement visitors agree that Health In
Harmony can use photos for storytelling and fundraising purposes as outlined above and agree that if the
purpose of your visit to HIH Madagascar is photography, visitors are required to upload photos with two
weeks of return.

Social Media

As you share your images and stories from Farafangana and the Manombo area, please tag us in posts on
Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook. We love reading about the HIH experience from visitors’ perspectives, and
we have seen over and over again that our visitors are some of our best storytellers!

We will be taking photos of visitors in action and asking for testimonials for their social media accounts and
website. Please feel free to let an HIH staff member know if you prefer to not have your photo taken. They
will be happy to accommodate and respect your wishes.

Phones

 

Bring a globally-unlocked phone and purchase a local SIM card at Tana Airport
Borrow a visitor phone (owned by Health In Harmony) and SIM card and purchase a local SIM card at
Tana Airport
Purchase a new local phone and SIM card; these range in price but you can get a good one for $30-50
USD
Purchase an international plan on your existing phone

We strongly recommend that visitors obtain a SIM Card at the airport and/or have a working phone with
network in Madagascar. SIM Cards can be acquired at the airport – the recommend network is Telma. If you
want your own WiFi you can purchase a SIM card with data and use your phone as a hotspot.

Your options for phones are:

Photography



Although the weather is hot and humid, respect for communities is an important principle at Health In
Harmony. Accordingly, we ask all visitors to observe local norms and to also wear conservative attire. In
general, culturally respectful clothing means items that are loose-fitting and provide full coverage. This means
not wearing any of the following: tank tops, short shorts/skirts, low-cut tops, crop tops, tight yoga
pants/leggings, or see-through clothing. 

For women, pants or skirts that fall over the knee, paired with a shirt that covers the shoulders, is appropriate
dress during the week. For visits in the field, women can dress more casually and wear jeans or capris,
though shirts should still cover the shoulders. For men, during the week we suggest long sleeve button-ups
with nice slacks — no shorts or jeans. We ask that all volunteers wear sleeves that cover the shoulder to
keep our volunteer standards equal between men and women.

For footwear, bringing a pair of flip-flops or sandals is recommended. All staff members go barefoot in the
office and inside homes, so you will appreciate something that is easy to slip on and off. We also recommend
a lightweight, closed-toe hiking shoe or athletic shoe with traction for exploring the Reserve. 

We suggest you refrain from wearing jewelry around town and in villages. In general, the best way to be sure
valuables (jewelry, expensive clothing, favorite shoes, etc.) will not be lost or damaged is to leave them at
home. 

The temperatures can fluctuate substantially through the day so we suggest bringing some light layers. To
prevent leeches during walks in the forest, you will want to wear two pairs of long, thin, small-weave socks —
one pair under your pants and the second pair over your pants.

10. What to bring

Clothing

 



Supplies and Gifts

 

Some visitors generously contribute to our work by bringing necessary program supplies. We keep a wish list
of current needs, so if you are motivated to bring supplies, please let us know by email
(travel@healthinharmony.org). 

Under no circumstances should you leave a gift of money for anyone on staff or in the community. Not only
could this cause controversy and conflict amongst staff or community members, it goes against our ideas of
what empowering, sustainable community development looks like. If you are motivated to do more or give
more during or after your visit, the Health In Harmony staff would be very happy to talk about sustainable
ways to give.



 

We encourage visitors to pack relatively lightly—both for ease of traveling during the many legs of the journey
and to be mindful about how many things you are bringing into communities that may have very little. You will
be able to have your clothing washed on a regular basis, but in this humid climate, some items will take 2-3
days to dry.

Carry-on

Passport, one additional form of ID, and a passport copy
Prescription medications
Basic toiletries under 3 oz.
1 set of clothes in case your bag is lost
Lightweight jacket or long sleeve t-shirt
Camera, laptop, and/or other electronics
Book or e-reader

Packing List

Checked Bag

Lightweight shirts, including some nice blouses or button-ups for work days
Lightweight pants (linen, cotton, or moisture-wicking synthetics), nice slacks, and long skirts for women, if
desired
Casual clothing for weekends, exercise, and lounging around your house/hotel
Pajamas and/or robe
Poncho or rain coat
Lightweight boots or sneakers with traction
Sandals or flip flops
Underwear, bras, and socks
Hat, visor, or bandana
Durable water bottle
Toiletries over 3 oz. (you can also purchase these locally)
Toilet paper (you can also purchase it locally)
Sun block SPF 30 or higher
Hand Sanitizer
Insect repellent with at least 30% DEET
Personal med kit (see Health section)
Alarm clock or watch
Headlamp and extra batteries
External battery for phone
Dry sacks and/or Ziploc bags in various sizes
European-style two-pin round plug adapter
Recreational items for downtime (playing cards, games, books, etc)
Snacks, granola bars, coffee (there is local coffee available as well)
Water purification system (e.g. SteriPen or Iodine tablets)



All elders/kings must be respected unconditionally. Do not start the conversation, but allow your
interlocutor to initiate all conversations to avoid any misunderstandings. Best to follow than to lead when
engaging talks.
Ask your guide/interlocutor if you could do something before doing it.
Presentation of gifts is common, as well as celebrations at your arrival. When offered something,
ALWAYS take it with both hands. If it’s a drink or something to eat, you do have to take a sip/bite as a
sign of respect. 

Note: you do not have to finish what is offered but you MUST take a sip/bite (your action must be
witnessed by the one who gave the offering)

Avoid pointing with your index finger extended, especially when pointing at a tomb or grave. You can
instead gesture if your whole hand open or bend your fingers when you point. 
Do not dress provocatively (i.e:. mini skirts, tank tops etc.) 
Gender inequality is still very common. It’s a patriarchal society but presented as a matriarchal society.
Banter is common in Malagasy society. 
Respect the “Fady” (Taboos/Forbidden aspects). 

Example: the consumption of pork meat is forbidden in some areas of the country. 
GOLDEN RULE: FOLLOW YOUR GUIDE OR ASK BEFORE TAKING ACTIONS!

We are sure that you will have many wonderful interactions with staff and community members during your
visit. It is important that visitors abide by local customs, both to help interactions go smoothly, as well as to
help preserve the positive reputation of Health In Harmony in the region. Some tips and insights include:

11. Culture

General

 

Language

  

Several Health In Harmony staff speak conversational French and only a very few number of staff speak
English; the majority of staff and community members do not. Knowing French or Malagasy is not a
requirement to visit, but knowing at least some key words and phrases will make you a much more effective
and welcomed addition to the team. We have a simple guide for your reference and are happy to provide
additional resources upon request. 

Race and Ethnicity

Diversity and inclusion are valued at HIH, and we have welcomed visitors from a broad spectrum of racial
identities, ethnic groups, and religions. Foreign visitors are likely to receive stares and questions from
community members, and this is usually out of genuine curiosity. Visitors of color may experience questioning
and stares, or confusion about country of citizenship or origin, which could potentially be distressing or
challenging. Health In Harmony staff members are happy to talk if you would like additional insight on this
topic. 



 

  

Sexual and Gender Minorities

While same-sex relationships are legal in Madagascar, much of society is quite strict regarding sexual
orientation and gender conformity, and discrimination and non-acceptance of LGBTQ+ identities are common
throughout the country. In general, we gently suggest that you refrain from discussing your sexuality with
members of the Malagasy and the local communities. Please speak with a Health In Harmony US staff
member if you have additional questions about visiting as a LGBTQ+ individual.

Alcohol and Drugs

We require that you be of legal drinking age in the United States (21 years old) to consume alcohol when
traveling with Health In Harmony. You are not allowed to consume alcohol at the HIH office or when in
Manombo Special Reserve. If you choose to consume alcohol, please do it in moderation. Under no
circumstances should you be visibly intoxicated, as this could severely damage our reputation in this region.
We also do not allow visitors to smoke or use illegal drugs-- as an organization promoting public health, this is
critical to our reputation. Also, in Madagascar, drug use is illegal and violators are subject to heavy fines and
even arrest. If it is learned that you are smoking or using drugs while on-site, you will be asked to leave
immediately.



Inappropriate disrespectful behavior toward HIH staff or community members
Smoking; visible intoxication; possession and/or usage of illegal drugs
Refusal to adhere to the cultural norms regarding dress
Refusal to participate or engage in the agreed-upon program schedule
Refusal to adhere to governmental and/or HIH regulations around COVID-19 safety
Refusal to adhere to HIH safety and security policies

Most visitors enjoy their time in Farafangana with no trouble at all. However, some actions —as mentioned
throughout this guide—would subject a visitor to dismissal from our site. Visitors who are dismissed do not
receive a refund for their program costs. Reasons for dismissal include:

12. Policies

Causes for Dimissal

Paperwork
 

You will be asked to fill out our online Health & Safety form where you will submit your medical information
and a release and waiver form. In addition, it acknowledges your receipt of this Visitor Guide. 



13. Resources

 

External Resources

ICDC Health Information

US Department of State Information

Smart Traveler Enrollment Program

Questions?

Email: travel@healthinharmony.org

Internal Resources

Website

Program Overview

International SOS ID Card

Photo credits: 
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https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/madagascar
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/International-Travel-Country-Information-Pages/Madagascar.html
https://step.state.gov/step/
https://portal.healthinharmony.org/
http://portal.healthinharmony.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Program-Overview-Update_Feb-2022.pdf
http://portal.healthinharmony.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Health-in-Harmony-Membership-Card-3.pdf

